GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa
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HIGHLIGHTS

“FESTIVAL DEL PUZZONE DI MOENA DOP”

The Puzzone di Moena cheese got the DOP certification some years ago,
becoming part of the most renowned cheese of Italy.

The three days festival (16th - 18th September) dedicated to the local
delicacy Puzzone di Moena cheese is coming to the end. The last day of
celebrations starts early on Sunday in Moena; at 9.30 a.m. in Piaz de
Ramon square with the “Village of flavors”; at 10 a.m. in Piaz de
Sotegrava square everybody can attend to the cow milking and kids can
enjoy the lab of the young dairyman organized by the dairy Caseificio
Sociale di Predazzo and Moena. The most awaited moment of the
festival takes place at 11 a.m. when the village centre is enlivened by
dozens among cows, donkeys, sheep and goats coming back from a long
summer spent in the high-altitude pastures. The parade is enriched by
farmers, horsemen and folkloristic groups. After that, kitchens start the
preparation of traditional delicacies in collaboration with the Hoteliers
association of Moena and the Agritur El Mas.

Today in the valley
ITALIAN CHAMPIONSHIP OF TRIAL

Itineraries
FROM PIAN DE FRATACES TO COL RODELLA

TRIAL CIRCUIT - POZZA WHOLE DAY

This amazing hike starts in Canazei. Drive (or walk) towards hotel
Lupo Bianco at Pian de Frataces, park your car and leave the street
going towards the bridge over Ruf de Antermont stream. Cross it
and take path n. 655 that follows Col de Pica forest road. When you
reach Ruf de Val stream, go on to the limit of the wood towards the
Costa Rossa. Turn right and go up to Pian de Marizanela. You will
have to face a steep track to the hollow of Val. Once arrived at a
crossroads, go left ascending a wide plain (o,45 h), then cross it
and go up entering Val Salei, proceeding towards Passo Sella (not
much over Rifugio Valentini; 0,30 h; 1,15 h). From here, go left
towards Rifugio Des Alpes (0,45 h; 2,00 hrs): here take the path
that in 15 minutes brings to Col Rodella (2.484 m).

In collaboration with the local motorcycle club “Rode a Motor”, the
fifth edition of the Italian Bike Trial 2016 is on stage.

WAR MUSEUM
REAT WAR MUSEUM 1914-1918 – FEDAIA PASS/CANAZEI 10 AM -12.30
PM / 2 PM -5.30 PM

Documents, books and remaining of the Great War collected In the
museum at the Marmolada glacier.

ANCIENT SAW MILL
“L MOLIN DE PEZOL”- PERA RESERVATION REQUIRED

Guided visit to the ancient watermill visit to the complex which is
formed by two millstones for cereals and one mill for barley,
activated by three hydraulic blade wheels (tel. +390462 764089)

The complete schedule of events is available in the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
SEPTEMBER 19 8.30 A.M. - MOENA

FAIRY WOOD

GUIDED EXCURSION FOR FAMILIES TO DISCOVER PLANTS AND
ANIMALS OF THE WOOD. ENROLLMENTS: SPORT CHECK POINT (PAID
ACTIVITY).
SEPTEMBER 19 8.30 A.M. - POZZA

CATINACCIO MTB

GUIDED NIKING TOUR ACROSS THE CATINACCIO. ENROLLMENT:
SPORT CHECK POINT (ACTIVITY WITH FEE).

Did you know that...
The first official news from Catinaccio mountain chain came from
some British mountaineers. They told to the English press, that
suddenly published the story, about their excursion dating back to
August 25th 1860. The group, made up of Gilbert Churchill and
some other friends, spent the night in the Hotel “Corona D’oro” in
Vigo and reached the Ciampedìe hollow. The majestic location
surrounded by the dazzling Dolomites peaks bewitched the
mountaineers. This experience gave Churchill the inspiration for
his famous book published in 1868, “The Dolomites Mountains”,
the opera obtained a great success especially in the UK.

SEPTEMBER 19 10 A.M. - CANAZEI

SKIING ON THE GREEN

SKIING ON THE GRASS WITH THE INSTRUCTOR. ENROLLMENT: SPORT
CHECK POINT (ACTIVITY WITH FEE).
Initiatives reserved to guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment) enrolments required by the previous day at the Tourist Offices .
Activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board
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